

















body admits that a 
in Southeast




















rest of the 
world." 
ss, 








emeritus  from 
Stan-
arofessor 










 bring the 






:Ilford  has 
suggested.  
out  our withdrawal 
to leave behind a mas-
tdvisers' we 
might  find 




much  Of 
north, central and south Vietnam 
would get together to force us out. 
In our own interest, I hope President 
Nixon tries to beat Mr. Clifford's time-
table."
 
Dr. Buss looks 
upon the Vietnam 
conflict
 as "a civil 
war with interna-




















has  achieved interna-
tional
 status of its 
own  and has ob-
tained 
the  recognition of 
some
 20 na-
tions. We work on the
 assumption that 
it 
exists in fact, and that North
 Viet-
nam is an outsider.
 
"My own view is that, historically, 
Vietnam
 is all one nation, and the 
government's 
argument  is specious," 











 Dr.  Buss  
contended.  
"Our 
power  in 
Southeast













Russians  or Chinese any more than 
they 
like us. They will 
use  any out-
sider to neutralize
 another, but they 
will 
not  surrender their 
national
 inter-
est to any outsider, capitalistic
 or Com-
munistic 
 American, Russian, or 
Chinese." 
At the same time, 
Dr. Buss rejects 










really  felt we were 
deterring
 
China," he said, "we 
would  be foolish 
to lay waste to 
any part of China's 
neighbors.
 Throughout history, North
 
Vietnam has been 
China's  greatest de-
terrent. It could be 
that by laying 
waste to North 
Vietnam,  we are 
creat-
ing a power vacuum, 




 conflict "from an 
economic pint
 of view," Dr. Buss said, 
"Southeast Asia is comparatively poor. 
All its assets combined are nowhere 
near the cost 





 that there are dif-
ferences in the life of the average 
North 
Vietnamese peasant and his
 
counterpart 
in South Vietnam, "but 
they are
 less than usually imagined. 
People on both sides 
are near the sub-
sistence level. The food surpluses go 
out by either 
taxation  or confisca-
tion. The 
rights of the little man are 
disregarded
 by both North and
 South. 
"The ove-whelming fact 
of
 life is the 
war and the
 peasant is a casualty  
either of bombing 
in the North or all 
kinds of hostilities 
in the South." 
He
 continued: "Ideologies are less im-
portant now than 
they
 might become 
later lx -cause so much human effort
--
North 
and  Southmust be given to 
sheer survival. 
"Furthermore," he continued, "it is 
by no means clear 
that a Communi.a 
government' in 
South  Vietnam would 
be a threat to the 
ital










 likely to be 




















"The  major 
issue  is not 
negotiable,  
We are 
not  going to 
abandon
 our ob-
jectives  and they 
are  not going to 
quit.  
Neither side 
can ever get 
out  of the 
negotiations  at the 
peat.-  tab'e what it 




is at stake in 
Southeast 
Asia than
 the Paris talks
 indicate. For 
example: how
 are the interests of 
oth-




east Asia? How do 
you take care of 
problems in 




 at the 
conference 
table? How do you 


























 prestige has 
been 
weak-











prestige  to 








they will not be 
overthrown.
 
, . And, 
dominos are 
just  as likely 
to fall in 
reverse 
-- look at 
Indon-sia  
"I 
cloabt if it is 








-0 . so 
will  
all 































































































torney William Kunst -
morrow at 7:30 
p.m.
 
or, in a call to Acting 
rt Burns shortly before 
ordered that Kunstler 
ed to use facilities of 
ated Student 
funds not 
"any reimbursement or 
le 
delivers
 an address" 
lent Burns has
 issued 
compliance with Dr. 
leech was to be spon-










day. A vacant lot be-
t 11th streets has 
been 







Is coming down on the 
Ps," Edwards asserted. 
:d
 
AS, President Bill 
tot be reached, but in 
sled he believes Kunst -
allowed to speak.
 
Dr.  Dumke called Dr. Burns 
at the 
Acting President's 
home,  and cited sec-
tion 
42402 of Title V in support
 of 
his action. The section 
reads  in part' 
"Should the 
(college) president deter-
mine that any program or 
appropria-
tion planned 
by an auxiliary organiza-
tion is 
not  consistant with 
policy of the 
Board of Trustees 
and  the college, the 
program or approriation 
shall  not be 







continued by direction of the presi-
dent."
 
Dr, Burns issued the following letter 








 from the Office of 
the Chancellor, Mr. Kunstler
 (al is 
not to be permitted 
the use of the 
facilities  of San Jose State 
College  
nor (h) 






 Decision Soon 




Staff  Writers 
Library
 Director Dr. Stuart
 Baillie 
estimated




 against him should
 
wrapped 
up and a 
decision  made 
before the 




Dr. Baillie will 
be
 facing SJS' Dis-
ciplinary 






















0-9:45 1 0 : 0 0 - 1  12:15 












accuse  May 30 
is a holiday, 
these  early 
finals
 have been 
ap-





































































































































































may,  at the
 


























 in the 
against 
Dr. Baillie, five of them were 
dropped for 
insufficient  evidence. 
The two remaining charges Dr. Bail -
lie will be 
answering
 include ignoring 
recommendations
 of a previous 
investi-




According to Dr. Edward Harring-
ton, acting academic vice president 
the 
administration  is "making 
every  
reasonable effort to hold the hearing 
and make a decision by June 4." 
The "previous investigation" referred 
to in the first charge occurred between 
April  and June 1969. A group of 25 
library employees signed
 a petition ask-
ing for an investigation of the library 
administration. Then College President 
Robert D. Clark ordered an investiga-
tion into the matter 
to be conducted by 
a special ad hoc committee of the 
Academic Council. 
Recommendations
 by the committee 
were sent to President Clark and
 Dr. 
Baillie for "information and considera-
tion."
 However, in December 1969, the 
petitioners charged that nothing had 






charge was only one of four 
accusa-
tions filed 
by a group of 
seven pro-
fessional librarians. The other three 
accusations  which were dropped in -




 without filing 
proper forms and 







 charge Dr. 
Baillie  will 
be 
answering before the disciplinary 
panel he is accused 










 Dr. 'red Denedict, 
acting  as a pro 
forma 
complainant.  
Two of the more serious 
charges
 
filed by Dr. Benedict were 
dropped.  
They 
included  misuse of state funds 
and signing blank "claim 
schedules." 
Dr. Benedict said he originally 
filed  
three
 charges on the basis 
of informa-
tion he received 
from
 Mrs. Lorraine 














book  room 
of the library. 
Students of San 
Jose State College to 
be 
expended
 to provide any 
reimburse-
ment
 or honorarium 
if
 he delivers an 
address using 
facilities  other than 
those
 
of San Jose State 
College.  
"Please  so inform 
the CUPS and 
the A.S." 
The announcement
 came as no sur-
prise.  A.S. 
officials  have long 
expected 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































by which he 
must
 









rehiring  of psy-














was  informed 
Friday  
of Dr. 







Dr. Burns by 
mail




 a letter to the 
Acting  President, 
Dr. Dumke 
said  he has 




 to rehire Dr. 
Rutherford, 




 hearing the 
fired professor
 brought against Dr. 
Dumke. 











The faculty grievance committe rec-
ommended that Dr. 
Rutherford  be re-
hired after hearing nearly 12 hours of 
testimony. Dr. C. Mnnsel Keene, rep -
representing the Chancellor at the 
hearing, contended that 
Dr.  Ruther-
ford
 had missed several classes during 
the fall semester of 1968 and that 
the  
alleged absences were never fully in-
vestigated.
 
During the proceedings it was 
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BOB
 















 1970. .As far i 
























al  t 
it. in 
this day and age it is 
hard





year from now. 
For
 the 
Spartan  Daily 
staff  
this






learn. and a semester to realize "educatisin- is noire than just pursuing a course 
of -molt. Hopefully
 it has been tbis 
type  













...led as equal 
Imolai'
 beings bv the campus press. While the Daily could 
not. arced.
 
to the Chicanos  demand 
that
 the front page of the 
paper 
be milted o% er to them. we were able to reach 
a compromise decision which 
int
 
1,1 I a  all(med all minorit,v
 stmlent, the chance to express themselves 
in









the  semester. 
Despite the 
failure  to produce more than
 one supplement. everyone
 involved 
learned a great deal 
from
 the experience. Staff members
 worked closely with 
Chicano editor 
Virki Hernandez and her ,tuff to 
proiluce what we 
considered  a 
cry  prolessioonal
 supplement. It 
contained
 a message everyone
 will eventually 
I at e to learn --that 
institutionalizeil  racism is 
inherent
 in our society. It's 
not  a 
prliduct of our 
genertt   . but it is a 
1)1111111.M
 we are going to 





Stirs ital Fain.. 
the monumental 
extrataganza




uld  mobilize students and
 get them to atteml a 
rallypros Wing we 




 to mobilize 





at education is 
ii 
litre
 than just 
attending  lectures 




 case. stuilents and 
faculty alike learned
 that campus 
.iiltpiiituutS1,,
 a nice 
phrase
 
until  it 
gets
 in the way of the 
Chancellor's
 ego trip. 
a -t. a, the 
Chancellor postponed
 bearings and 






actions  of the 
faculty 
hearing 
bilard,  which 
will 
undoubtedly  
.be o rruled 






er.  we found an 
issue.
 Admittedly. it 
took an overtly 
unconstitu-
tional act by 
the President 
of the 1. nited 











Department  to 
get us 








begun  I/11 the










 war begins 
to hit home 
and  at least 
1.500  students
























yanIstick,  the 
administration  
must  be 











 and those %Ili) 
made up Iti, 
oulministration  
put  a 
premium
 on prapna-
originality,  and 
























 and his 
running 
mates  won a 
landslide  
victory






 only to 
those  who 
elected  him, 
however,  
the  new 
president  
ii pads- au elitort

























 him and 
shouted













































 has des ised 
an 








































































































































They  have been
 













I h o a r d s 1 ,

























 to President  
Edwards,
 but
 to the 
people  who 
worked  
tt ith 



















































" This will all
 
blow  
over  in 24 
hours" White  














Das  ision 
i 4. 
I 
sincerely  hope esery anti -war demon. 
Armor on this ca Mims %%andel read Debbie 
Ilooton's Staff :omment anti' In of \lay 21. 
While her belief, are the direct 
antithesi.  
of the peace .... %einem. thus are neserthe. 
less the majority siess of merica. Finding 
myself strongly 
pitied  in the ant i-ss ar 
11111011111`11i. ri.,111i 1111.11i -Is,ssls gill%
 as I 




rni a perpetual 
ads orator 
at the
 conclusion .:f the article, I found 
myself




lii I .if 
fellow 
man. 




















relevance). I extrapolated  Ins intik 
bloat 







 that is 
hat I was 
experieneing  ssa- the inexorable 
problem
 














 response. I rya-
lized the only problem





















 of the 
dissenters  was that "the 
















 here ins :did












and I say childri.a be. 
cause 






 as citizens or 
the 
hardships 
of life.- lany 
of our fellow 
students
 are 




much  of life's hard -hip,.
 lloss, 
many
 of our fellow- 








 and too 
many of our




cotillion( in endure far men and above 
any 
hardships  




She went on to 
contest
 the dissenter; re. 
jection
 of "the worn out 
saving that 'The 
president






any-  of 





the office of presid, I
 
I catapult- 
a man into 
a stale of 
oniniscienee.
 liii lious 
ilo vve 
explain the mistakes of our past 
presi-
dents? 
Iler last objection with the 
present
 pro-
test  .ement is the argument used by 
many 
dissenters  that 
l'  
ell  the 
congressional
 





 "Did it es -es 
occur to any of you that they are playing  
a 
little





to Nit as many
 vote,
 as they can?" 
She goes






















1972. . . 
In 
essence 




 Mr. Ni XI
 tmi 
Itmis 
Cerlaill  beliefs that 
Ii,- i' NS 
Will...  to 
implement
 even 







the  writing 
of 








 in sharing 
His  theory 
lull 























 Each of us 
must 



























 It must 
win to 
its
 side a 

















booth  diet 
are tinlikelt
















somebody  else  to 
write  letters 
to Congress 
for us. shut 
off the dream.
 
Take a poll 
of
 c'tell those now 
active
 in the 
demonstrations
 to find if 
they  have been 
personally
 




share  of 
letter 













 day. If you can't get yourself
 to write 































ing ot letter, 
still
 
require  that you succeed
 
in a tearhing task. We 









 I l i lll
 so 
severely that for his 
own welfare
 and security, lie 
must  move 






al  t a oar that he believes is somebody 
else's problem but %jilt little effort 
upon
 
him. Ile ma) sign a petition as the quick 
I% a to get )iiii off his 
property,








%rite a leiter in his 0%111
 stnrtls MOVIn 1111111 
to gel that letter to the mail box, and 
the  
smart politician knows 
this is a voter 
aroused e  gli to 
also
 get to the ballot 
huts
 and to 
influence




voters ohm the Vietnam
 
war costs them.









 Cause them 










war.  This 
will  be 
harder
 than











way  we 
can  



























 lllll re, 
an 
education. 
My  education includes not only the 
sometimes irrelevant and factural class-
room education,
 hut also the chance to 
listen to 
others,  to discuss. to sell my wares 
in our marketplace
 of lea  g. 
In fall 1966 I began to learnt. I learned 
that Blacks and Chicanos are 
not niggers 
and greasers. I left behind my blatant ra-
cistn  for something more meaningful: hu-
manitarianism. 
I know now that I, like others, ant en. 
(lowed 
with institutionalized racism. It is 
something 
I cannot excuse, hut can elimin-
ate through further education. 
LEARN, BABY, LEARN 
Later, I 
found  myself with  
no
 stand on 




 I would not 
let a friend's 
death
 
there make up my. mind. Again, humani-
tarianism.
 
At the Dow demonstration I learned the 




resolved  the question: "Is God 
dead?" lit my own  
 I. He is not, hut 
the institutional Aunt]
 is. It, like so many 





More recently I 
learned
 that violence is 
not the
 answer to our 







 of the issues. I 
no
 longer can accept 
it, 
as
 I can no 






LOVE AND PEACE 
I have 
learned  that love 




 in our 
society.  
This 
means  equality 
to live and let









 of the land or 
of the mind. 
This means
 that brother, 
sister  and indi-
vidual love 
is
 our answer. 




 and my loved
 ones from harm,
 
hut
 I will resist 
violence  until 
it
 is nty last 
alternative.
 
But  does all 
this
 ntean I ant 
now perfect 
or the world 
is perfect? 
Hardly.  My edu-
cational 
beginnings  at SJS 
are
 only a start. 
I want 
more.  This is 
an
 ideal, hut 
ideals  
are 





Yee, as we 
grow




 and zest 
will  ditninish 
with
 responsibility,
 but we 






never  achieve 
all our ideals
 or 
freedoms,  hut 
SJS /MS given





 not stop 






















tion.  Published 
daily by students





Saturday  and 
Sunday, 















 or the 











 basis. Full 
academic 
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full of all the protests
 that have 
surrounded  the 
Cambodian 
is-








expert  on 

































































are  afraid 
that Red 






"Although Soviets frequently 
condemn our 
presence  in South-
east Asia, on my last 
trip
 to 
Russia I met three or four Rus-




who  said privately that 
they 
were unhappy  we were 
there 
because we were a barrier to Red 
Chinese influence" Grothe said. 
"That's not the official view-
point,
 of course, but 
privately, 




visited Russia four 
times,
 the last in 1968. 


















concert  of the 
semester  today in 
the 
Concert


















Morley;  "Three 
Ilungari-
an Folk Songs" 
by Sieber; "Sure 
on This Shining 
Night"  by Bar-
ber; "I 






della Joio; and "Teu




 General Chorus is 
open  
to all music 
majors  and is di-
rected 
by Cherie Curry
 of the 
music department. 
I hat 




 cause the Russians and 
Chinese to have 
a meeting of 
minds, he replied, "No, the 
differ-













 he said. 































which  are 

















 if any, 
does
 he 












"Temporarily,  the 






but the SALT talks
 are 
in 
their  interests and
 when 
somethin  gis in their 
interests  
they proceed, 
I strongly doubt 
that  the talks will be 
cut off," he 
said.  
The
 propaganda the Russians 
can create over 
Cambodia helps 
"take attention away from their 
problems,"
 he asserted. 
He also said that 
he thought 
top Russian officials would glad-
ly trade 
problems  with 
Nixon  any 
day.  




Gross  National Product 
is less than one-half ours. They 
spend
 about the same on de-
fense as we do 
and spend a lot 
on space," he stated. 
"They have terrific economic 
problems."  
'They have problems with dis-
sident intellectuals and students," 
he continued. 
"They  have grave problems 
with their Chinese
 brothers and 
with  certain of their
 European 
satellites,  mainly 
Czechoslovakia."
 
"They have problems with 
their Arab clients." 
"They have




prise about 50 per cent 
of the 
Soviet population,
 not to mention 








NEW LEADERS  Craig 
Turner,  right, and David Barnwell will 










 to his new 
position
 while Barnwell was appointed 
by the previous Adver-
tising Manager and Adviser. 
Turner
 Elected Editor 
Craig 
Turner,
 junior journalism 
major, was
 elected last week as 
Spartan Daily Editor for the fall 
semester. Appointed to the posi-
tion of 
Daily Advertising Man-





tor, has been on the Daily staff 
for two semesters. He has worked 












Cypress College in Southern Cali-
fornia where he served as Editor
-
in -Chief and Associate Editor of 
the college
 newspaper. 
Elected by editorial staff mem-
bers of the Daily, Turner 
must 
be approved by the All College 
Publication 
Board.  




Paul Myer and the Advertising 



























for  the 






































president  said campus
 
dissenters are encouraged 
by "an 
equally





legitimately  within the 
system or do not choose to do 
so." 
"It is my honest opinion," he 
said, "that this hardcore of fac-
ulty and students should be iden-
tified and dismissed from the col-
lege community lest they, like a 
cancer, destroy it." 
Agnew, 




 a week ago
 to keep 
speaking out
 "until those self-
righteous  lower their




ents  in the press 





























the  New York Tic: Agnew 
targets
 in the past, had 
been 
"hysterical" in their recent criti-
cism of his speeches.
 He said 
their 
"rhetoric"  has contributed 
more to unrest on 
campuses  and 
throughout the nation 
than  he 
does. 
"Every time I criticize what I 
consider to be excesses and faults 
in the news business. I am ac-
cused of repression and the lead-
ers 









ment at na.." Agnew said. 
Stock Decline
 
Stock prices dropped 
again Fri-
day. but at a much slower clip 
than in the 
previous sessions. 
The Dow Jones 
average  of 30 
industrials
 closed off 3.08 at 662.-
17, its lowest level 
since March 
1,
 1963, when it stood at 
659.72  
Friday's
 decline brought the
 
total  loss in the Dow 
average 
since 
Tuesday  to 40.64 points.
 
One analyst, 
who  appeared to 




 that "the lack 
of confidence in the White
 House 
is reflected in the stock market. 
If people had 
confidence in the 
White 
House  that they 
should 
have, they 
would  start buying."
 
!many.
 a Fresno 
State 










said  the troops 
were
 




students and made attempts to 
provoke them 
into confrontations. 







in force Friday "actively threat-
ened Black 
students."  
Germany said the request was 
made by telegram















 many of 
them
 Black 
from a local 
high
 school, marched 




despite  reports of 
an
 
alleged plot to kill one 
of them. 




was an old mule
-drawn wagon 
carrying
 three caskets 
symboliz-
ing the death 
of 12 persons in 
recent




















The swallows are "acting pe-
culiar," Dr. Wilfred Iltis, assist-
ant 
professor  of Biological Sci-
ences, told the Daily yesterday. 
Dr. Iltis was active in the re-
cent crusade to save 
the swallows 
nests from 
being  "hosed down" 
by 
Buildings  and Grounds auth-
orities. 
Three weeks 
ago, the swallows 
began 
nesting on the SJS library 
and engineering 
buildings,  said 
Dr. Iltis. 
Then,  "something hap-
pened." 




and  Tower Hall) which were 
previously hosed 
down,  the swal-
lows 
are not building 
nests,"  Dr. 
Iltis said, He 
added  that the 
Large 
Percentage  of Citizens,
 Students 
Consider Cambodian 
Invasion  Aggressive 
By ROBEliT CABEOIO 
Daily Political Writer 
Some 
63 per cent of the 
stu-
dents and 44 
per  cent of the 





vasion  of Cambodia by Ameri-
can 
troops was an act of aggres-
sion. 
During the week
 of May 11-15, 



















































the  telephone 
book.
 
Most  of 
the  public 
was co-
operative.  

















Board  of 












































Coin  Auto Wash 
Lola.'
 
III our car  oasis
 





close your windows 













30 percent of 
the community and students com-
bined 
who felt the invasion of 
Cambodia was an act of aggres-
sion, said they would be in favor 




 Asia would definitely  end by 
June 30. 
However, 65 per 




 opposed to the 
aggression and 51 per cent 
of the 
public 
were opposed. About half 
the 
public






Cambodia  would 
not 
shorten the
 war in 
Southeast  
Asia.  
Approximately  the 
same  pro-
portion  of the 












 More than 
half  the stu-
dents










while  about 
half































































 are more likely to col-
lect and discuss 
information  with 
friends on campus
 or elsewhere. 
Students










 of the public 
and  three -fourths of 
the students 
thought there
 was a ,need
 for 
more rapid change 
in 
society. 
More than 80 per 
















of 62 per 
cent  of the 
public 
concerning  






















































































































































these buildings, but only
 for a 
day or so. 
"I'm not accusing 
anybody
 of 
anything," Dr. Iltis said. 
"I just 
want







continued that he 
found it a "strange 
coincidence"
 
that the birds won't
 
nest










Byron Bollinger, head 
of Build-
ing and 
Grounds,  said yesterday 
that
 "absolutely nothing" had
 
been done to discourage the swal-
lows 
from
 nesting. "I've only seen 
two swallows 






The Crisis Center, a program  
innagurated last 




help will again be 
open 
during finals week. 
According

















students  and try and allevi-
ate some of their 
emotional  
problems. 
The  Crisis Center 
slo-
gan is, "if you feel 
down,  drop 
down." 
Telephones will be 




will also be 








offered  and the 
chance to relate to some








 will be open 
to provide 
the students
 with entertainment 
and  it place to relax and
 study. 
The increased hours of oper-
ation during finals 
week  May 27 -
June 4 will be 7 a.m. to 3 am.  
The CU, 
will be closed 
from  3 














































































































































































 of the 
American
 





 masses of 
Ameri-
cans have 
felt  and thought, and 
the 'high' 
culture,
 what our im-
portant 
writers,  artists 
thinkers  
have to say. 
Additionally,  how 
this 
reflects on some





explained  Dr. Robin Brooks, as-
sociate professor 








 courses which 
will 




and Problems in Am-
erican Studies," 
a senior seminar 
on "Selected 
Topics in American 











































 Valley, as 
a way of 
illustrating 
the 
kind of methods 
and problems



















"One of our 

















 is to provide 
a 
liberal education for a enlight-
ened
 citizenship, preparation for 
graduate study, a major for 
ele-




careers  in last . 
public service or government." 
added 
Dr. McCreath, 
Students who wish to enroll a; 
















cocktail and dance 
party  
Every Friday starting June 5 







Dame Ave., Son 
Jose




























































































































































































































there  is 
a din-
ner 



























































































































































































































































































































it  the small, 
de-
velopm..;
 ,iuntries often 
spend 
twice as 
much  on arms as they 






























h-, than promote eon-
omic  
growl
 h  
Regiona - rem rit y 
costs de-





































































































all 16 agreed 




















 the soldiers 
were  on the 









soldiers  are 
members  
of
 A Company. Third
 
Battalion, 












 troubles in 
Viet-
nam." 
said  one of the 
soldiers. 
PFC Hairy 









 4 Willie 
















 come here 
IC:on-
bodia t. 




that I woudn't 
come." 
Platoon



















Student strikes, product boycotts, Impeachment petition 
drives and political activities
 were being 
organized  by 
youths 
at colleges and high
 
schools




of the movement of U.S. troops into t'ambottia. A Nation's! 
Journal survey of the
 student activities shows: 
STRIKES: Fran' a total of 470 colleges







Hon, the number w Rh 





.vi  on 246
 of the 276 















out) ene  
Rednood





 closed down. But 
another
 131 high schools reported
 
(ladle,
 %%ere boycotted. 
1.011111 ING: At least 
eight  colleges formed groups to 
lobby 
Congress on anti -war 
legislation; and un 
May  13, a national 
coordination
 
group  based in Washington 




was formed to 











 lllll th, Princeton, Tale, Brown, and 
Orange  
County ( o lllll 11111i1V Collegt in 
Middletown,
 N.Y. 






 youth -oriented 




Eittlea  tiall 




 lowering the mini   voting age to 
IS. 
In addition, the 
Harland Graduate 
School of Education 
and 








net fall to cis e 
students anti faculty 
time to work for 
candi-
dates. Other set  












I' all ecion lllll le 
boycott
 against the 
Coca  Cola Company
 
and Philip 
Morris  C  pans- 
to de  'Wrote
 the firms' 
depen-
dello
 lilt t Ile 








ctnertly,'  with 
the










Mass.;  'Jarmo 
College,  
Bingluunton,
 N.Y., and 
Brown 
I 

































 (.0111.CP,4 t 11 


























































students  are 
seeking 
signatures  on 
petitions  
:isking
































have collected 7,653 draft 
cards  front 
talla 




















Police State to 
Illiteracy  
Its .101TE liAZARIAN 
Special to tile Dailv 
.1 It, 1,1 -
ii  ,, ,I1.1 I don't think 
, 






(Fred,  NOUrZad, SJS 
senior from
 Teheran, Iran. 
Nourzact a Persian,




came to San Jose 
five years ago 
on a 
student




 two years 
at 
Crawley 














where  a 
majority  
























here. Only a 
small  amount
 of the 
people protest, those mainly stu-
dents.
 The students are the only 
ones educated and aware of 
the 
facts.
 said Nourzad. The people
 
can't  organize, you 
never see any 
marching ds 
you  do in America; 
and there Is
 
iii, such thing as 
getting a pernot lit march peace-
fully',
 
Another kr f.ictor 
for the lack 
of protest, is 
that
 many people 

































student.  They 
bring  public 
opinion
 against the 
student.
 The 
public  tends 
to class 
all 












































 is the 






























































































































































 role in the 
cultmr.
 
The religion is 
a very rigid struc-
ture. known as the seet Cheeie. 
About 97 per cent of the people 
are of this 
religion.
 The religion 
virtually controls everything in 
the country. Moslem religion has 
played a major 




lems simply regard the Commu-
nist as 
being  an atheist. There-
fore 




Religion in the 
United States isn't as domineer-
ing as Iran's; in America 
the  
church is more of a 
business.  This 
reverts back to your materialis-






Iran  and America is 
that America is so plentiful  
with 
jobs,  food and money."
 There 
is not this




Persian cooking is what I miss 
the most, said 
Ncurzad. He is 
planning to 
go
 to Iran this 
sum-






























































































































































































































































































use  of 
un-
necessary  

































































 Dou!..,,Lts  















































































































submission  and 
will receive
 more 





tomorrow.  A 
ruling in 
the case may















motion  picture 
about  swinging. 
If you have 
any hangups 
or
 are insincere 
we'll  straighten 





for an uninhibited 
good time. ContactKathy 
and Dale, 
Natalie  and Irv, 
Thelma  and 
Mike,  
Liz and Mitch. 
Starts Thurs. 
May  28th 
TOWNE 
THEATRE 















some menial job!! 
You 
can earn as 
much as $1500 or 
more this summer 
and still have 
plenty of free 
time for 
summer  fun. 
Liberal arts back-
ground helpful. 


































the judiciary. it 
is a way to con-
tribute  to 
keeping
 










 people would get into 















































 much as 12 at 
one  point. 
According  




 of the 
"10 -Code." 



































out  that 
walkle-talkies are "roughly mill -
Loy 
in its conception" but they 












Start  off with 
a wisp
 of MY OWN 
Spray.  





Hygienic Deodorant Spray.. 
for women only. 
Available also be 











































amplify  passing 
voices. 
sonnets
 - "even 
the sun shin-
ing" 
fur  the man whose job it 
is 
to handle "static"  
from all seg-































farmer whipped  
ha --
obeying
 an order during the 
against  Napoleon. The ombuds-

























tions after a citizen's complaiht 
or





the  judiciary 













Poblano commented  that he 
has
 
been stud) log the Sweetish -Fin-
nish ombudsman 
concept  for 0%.er 
two years. 












suppoi  t tha 
idea 
of









































Alan Golden is 





with  n two year 
old child. At laast he 
and  31) oth-
er parents are 







 Conferences" are 
held to 











Usually they come 
to
 learn to 
learn about
 the war, to leant 
about what to do. 
Golden already knows what 
Bs.? 
war is about. 
He does not claim to be extra-




not like to 









he saw in 
Vietnam
 has already 
been reported a hundred times 
in the newspapers. 
But the very 
fact maybe 100,-








can, have been 
through 
the 
same things he has been through, 
is prhaps, significant in itself. 
"No, after the first month I 
wasn't prejudice of any Vietna-
mese
 . . . but I personally par-
ticipated in the wiping out of 
two villages," related Golden as 
he 
sat 








He served. he related. from 







 end destroy 
missions that he 







major tat ic 





























handing  out 
candy  and 
medic  


















 your best friend 














 See team 
A
 
it Jo Coupe 
 

























in it. .. 
"We'd very 
generously shower 
the village) with pamphlets,
 tell-




















. . then later 
we'd  come 
hack through and see the women 
and children that had been killed 






nobody  had 
even  bothered to pick them 
Golden denied 
that  there was 
any malice behind the killings. 
"It's just that they 
told
 us they 
were Viet Cong, and we'd hit the 
village so fast, we just 
shot at 
anything  that moved. The army
 
controls you by 
playing on your 
fears." 
When he got hack, Golden says 
his nerves were shot. 
He remem-
bers nearly turning his car, with 








practice  at Fort Ord. 
"I nearly
 killed ms 
kid  broth-
er. 
too,"  he relatel
 "I was try-
ing to relax
 . . . with the
 radio 







the next thing I know
 is that I 
had my 
brother up against 
the 
wall





 to he suf-
fering from 








 training they're 
- - 
- - - 
breaking you 
down  to build you 
to fit their mold. . . 


















 and it got so 
that 
we didn't know 
which was 
better,
 staying thera or 
coming 











show you how much I 
was  
















 first I was 
afraid  of 
them
 going 'GI.
 pow,' but 
event-
ually I 
began talking to 
some  of 
them. 
"For
 the first time I got to 
know those 
people, and I might 
add 
that









one in the peace 
movement anti 
he and 







A corps of 
veterans,  which Gol-
den 
may  or may not be 

















 that those 
who 






"The only guys 
who want to go 
back to Vietnam 
for the third or 
fourth 
time,"  said 
Golden,  "Are 
those who, maybe 
drive
 a truck 
down








per cent of those
 
on the lines want to get out 
as 
soon































tot'. Prime WI ;ta Down 









Rag 0 SO 
49" PP 
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ITU  %IDE 
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with 'HIRAM SOLE 
110 NYLON

























 NOW WITH 









 Lantern, 1.99; 
GI,  Shovel, 1.99, Si.






 Gold Pau, 
1.29;  GI. Men Kit,
 991; 
Camp Stouts, 
990,  lent Stems.
 15., Machettm 
1.99;
 Ammo Boxes, 991; P.choa, 
1.99;  Pistol Bata, 
99a, Nuntln Krum
 -Rope- All 
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 DAILYi  
AT










was set up 
in
 
















































































treatmant by the college 
to moon festkals
 and getting 
someone out of jail. 
"When I flrst cam:.
 
here I in 
19681 
there ev:Is eteat concern 









with groups zenr1 individuals and, 
through them 
to
 bring a better 






 Poblatio  said. 
Admissions,  grades, and 
em-
ployment 
opportunities  for stu-






, .ich on the
 
anteted.iiian and the 
is perceived by the 
teen) -
'I hub) also floats free.
 getting 
II 










how they are being treated
 
In 
the  staff. 




 to evaluate 
and 
c,olve them" through 
persuasion
 
11,1 cum wont ise. Pobla 
no said 
that





 the SJS 
ombudsman,  




 not have 

















to serve the 
wants  
of the government 















concept could be used 
cf-
fectively in the U.S. Ile replied 




would  prohabla 












































































































































































































































































 the sun 
Child of Aquarius.
 Sun worshiper... 
Coppertone
 takes you back
 to nature with 
a 
deeper, 
darker,  richer tan 
...faster.  
And there's 
a Coppertone tan that's just 
naturally right
 for you. Eleven fabulous 
blends. Make Coppertone 
a part of 
your





 Plough. Inc 
P..5./For
 a totally 













 DAVI Y 





 and Lorenza 
Ca-
dent', freshman

















 Program of the Experi-
ment 
in
 International Living. 
Miss Ilouglas, active in A.S 
committees and the Panhellenic 








A person best learns to under-
stand the people of another coun-
try and their cultures by living 
among
 them 
as a member 
of a 





































Nod for Post 
I..:rain of the 
Expel iment is 
sponsored







understanding  in 
the 
community.
 They raise funds 
and 
give 
partial  scholarships to 
local  
college 
students.  Seleat ion is com-





 anti personal inter-
view,
 
























 may be 
received through the mail if the 





the reason why 
26. 
it is needial, 
his.  local
 address, 




where he would like it 
mailed, 
the  Santa Clara
 Registrar 
Office,  and 
his signature.
 
45 W. St. James
 St. The of- 
The 
letter
 shoidd  he 
addressed  
[ice is open 
8 a.m. to 










Tn.  deaf/101e 
to register 
tor 






















 said he 
has been 







are the Los 
Angel,,
 
Times, the San Franvisco 
Chron-
icle. the San Rafael
-Independent
 














 has said that 















furnia Poll. It 























































































taana, ra- . 
teacheas
 and 








































P:BITOWS  NOTE: This 
article 
cunt:hides





Staff  Writer 
This is the story of Tower 
Hall  






In 1906, the 
Ionic brick build-
ing 
that  principally 




Normal  College. 
now SJS,
 was so badly shaken 
by




In 1910, after rebuilding
 on the 
same site, 
Tower  Hall, now the 
oldest 





capacity  of 
600.
 opened. 
When  the 
hall
 opened,  the
 nor-
mal college 
had not yet 
outgrown  
Washington  Square 
27 acres 
of land bordered 













 on a 
Southern  P 
cif ic train 




















 by the 









and  strength 
against the 
elements." 











LAST SEATS AVAILABLE L.A.
 to Lon. 
June 4 - Sept. 5 L.A.-Lon.-L.A. 
June 6 - Sept. 20 L.A.-Lon.-L.A. 
the following 
observations  in 1910. 









and unusual exterior fin-













 schools, .. 
"It is the largest reinforced 
concrete
 school building in 
ground 
area to he found 
anywhere, and 
the decorations of t he sirtict , re 




use  of 
cement."  
The Tower Hail quadrangle be-










queens, the rolling of 
Red  Cross 







 La Torre The Tower. 





the Daily titleplate. 




 had the 
priv-
ledge of holding meetings in the 
upper three floors of the 
Tower,
 
until  it was revoked in 1963. 
Then in 1963, Tower Hall was 
condemned
 as an earthquake
 
hazard.  The 







 demolish it. 








college trustees and other intet-













V,11,1,, the Ito raged, en. 












































 fin- . decided
 to 
tear down everything
 in 1964 ex-
cept the Tower. 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium 
and  what new 
is
 the 

























































lief  in. 01011, 
IOW,  



















 tamp /IA 
Ii,,,',




































 Flights ' 


















 iii hr I 
Illy ,I. 
'011-..s. I .1.


















































































Ca.  94103 
Please 
mail  me 
information  on 
flights   
Name:    
Phone 
No.:  
Address:    
Apt. No.: 
City, 
State  8 Zip 
Coda: 
I %malting.






























































































































made  off 
the field















































































































It was a sports year
 in which 
five
 "new" faces
 took over 
coach-










(Clair  Jennett) 
and swim-
ming 
(Bill  Jay). 
But the 
biggest  
news  in the 
coaching 
field  was 
the 
















































eliminated  from 
the 
1970-71 













But the epitomy of 
frustration 
during the 
year had to belong
 to 
coach 
Danny  Glines 










 fell off to 
a miserable 
3-21,  one of the 




















for a team 
which  simply could 





destined to improve, 













heart  out each game. 
With  a few 
key  base hits here 
and there, the Spartan baseball 





ship. But despite being
 frustrated 
at the plate, SJS posted its first 
winning record in 
a decade, 21-18. 
But it wasn't all bad. 
One of the most positive 
ac-







 Athletic Association as a 
top-flight conference. 
SJS' decision to meet Santa 
Barbara in 1970 in its eleventh 
football game expedited the PC -
AA's chances of attaining "ma-
jor" classification by the NCAA. 
lkfonany,
 !tray 


















(ANL.:  WALLA( E 
Dail,. Sports Writer 
MODESTO Several SJS ath-
letes and two former Spartans 
provided world class
 competition 
at the California 
Relays  hers. Sat-
urday, but the rest
 of the team 
found 
out the hard vkaj
 what 
world class 
















 in the 
100 
meters and a 
20.6
 win it 226 
yards. 















were timed in 51.2. 
George 
Carty of SJS 
came on 
strong at the 
finish
 to win his 
heat
 of the 
high
 hurdles in 
his 
season 
best of 13.7, but
 his blocks 
slipped  !r: the 
finals  and he 
was  
















didn't  place. 
Marion
 Anderson of SJS
 long -
jumped
 25-6, but 










SJS coach Bud 
Winter praised 
Elmo Dees









slightly off the 
final turn and 



















against Clark Bradley in the 14th 
Senatorial
 District 





164 Main Street, 
Los Altos 
 
















enough  for fifth as Pat Collins 
of Oregon State had 
a season na-
tional best of 1:48.8. 






livan 1174-9., and long juniper 
Chuck Sundsten 124-91 had av-
erage performances, but none was 
able to place in fields deep with 
world class competitors. Pole 
 
aulter Vic Dias 




at 16-6 * 







unable to repeat their 
fine  per- * 
formances 
of
 lost week, both 
fin-
































 r ,*inp 
4546 El 
Cmjno Real 
Vil(  Cornr Shopping
 Center 
Los Altos,
 Calif. 94022 







































May  28th  
'LEAVES  
'BOB & 




















"Where Things Are Happening 
 Starts Thurs. 
May  28th  
Those 
Eat 



































































































































































































 cill  






















































































 The general  
chorus
 




































































































































































I'm this summer. 
The Black Studies SLIIIIMPr In-
stiti  tie, will offer ten 
courses
 
from June  22 through July 31. 








































 in the Black 
Community, Sociology 
in the 
Black Commimity,  Ervinomic
 De-
velopment

















































































box  pill 








 accept students' 
dona-









twice  before 
turnim;
 




 them to a 




















 is today, 
at







87M to the Intercultur-
al Steering 
Committee,  for scho-
larships  to be based
 upon foreign 
students'  
financial 






















































 stars, and 
i..111.1f11`. 
P.1at 














ptograin  :rim 
is ;rill 
its and 






;knew  ledgi ot 
human 
behavior  iaith 
the latest 
..omputer  tech-











We will not 
attempt
 to RIM h you 





base  that  
Lund 
in  clientele 
Our clients are simply 
people whose  
,Ar.iimstances.















suitable  for 






















IAA .A I 



















May 3,4 31emorial Day,
 the 
Oriental
 community is 
conduct-
ing a memorial and educational 
program 





The purpose of this 
program is 
to gain knowledge of the objec-
tive picture of the intervention in 
Asia and its influence back home. 
Registration begins 
at 12 at 
the 
San  

























information  to 
assist
 
groups and individuals to get 
con-
structively involved. To 
end  the 
program, 




























Asian  American 
Student 
















































Sales  minded men 






























.1 back, reward. 
, NEW MODELING AGENCY  
wants  oir 
YOGA & 
MEDITATION - MWFS 
5.30 eve. 70 
Hawthorne  Way, S.J. 
286-
5487. Sri
 E. Alexandrou. 
NON-PROFIT
 FLYING CLUB 





















Club.  2 
C.ISO's  - 
$7.50/ 
C 172 - $9.50/hr.,
 C-182







 rent or lease.
 
-  
: ,  Seats
 100 +. Call 











3rd ,-,ro San 
, , 
Also Summer Storage




MONEY  to 
make quick 
get.away-



















pay. Send a 
descic
 




 Sr, Jose 
95126.  
j SINGER GUITARIST, Male or 
female 
kik  and
















Work in our order 
'Asking dept. Sal & 
bones',- 
 h-s. Call 298-4479. 
I WE NEED YOUR BOOKS , 













 speaker c   
Materials o 1-  
economic
 and F.,...1 
HOUSING 151 
,. ,,,du,. . , ., ,, ,..r.,,, , I FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now tak-
Ind who v.,. - 
..
 r cl-,siren 
in a 
ing
 applic. for summer & fall. VERY 
cg and 
a  .. intellectual
 en- 
low 
summer  rates. Call Bobbi or 
Steve  
- , 







'..' . C  i 
























Go..diear,  Si, 292-3768. 
59A -H 
100.6 LEAVING 
COUNTRY.  Mr-u, 
! . 315  So. 
11th
 
 =2 74' Y't.86, 9.4 Ernie. 
VW '58 P 





























 dbl. rm. $35/mo. Tele,  and 
util.  
od. Men only. Lome House, 621 S. 6th 
St. Call 295 5666 or See Manager Apt. 
2 HOUSES (Furn.)















 ROOMMATE WANTED - 
2 bdrm., 2 bath apt. Starting Jr.-, 
3695
 after 5:30. 
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED-My 
23 





1' hies,  and  
weekends.  
SUMMER 
ONLY  Large 3 bdrm. 
I Large backyard, close 
. 





SUBLET.  Married 
couple  
cm 
.' i  ' 
share furn. 3 bdrrn. 2 bath 
'58 
VW
 VAN. New 
tires,  
chrome  wile° 
, 
. 








5 M u s t  
sell.  
, FOR LEASE.
 2 large room in 
Victorian 
  A 
House















I at; c etler May  29, 




 $40/mo. 294-1635. 
64 CORVAIR 
2 ,i--r, 4 
speed 




& depend Ar .. $350. 
248.5442 
Upper Div. Pref, 
OWN ROOM. I-
'66 
PORSCHE 912, L. spd. air
 cond. 





7$.1317°5c02.7.TAR3ftem, i6s.c.   
GRAD. STUD, to 
share  Lg. Los Gatos apt, 
  vith same or vet. Summer session
 and Fall. 




















'66 MGB exc,  
mech,  cond, many extras. 
i .1 'fair. Call Lee 
in Markham Hall 
  
a  9 - 
Rm. 3238.
 
1960 PEUGEOT station wagon, $150. 
   :; 2267. 
WANTED  -  , ndshield for '66 Morris 













U.S. SURPLUS: Field 
Jackets,
 Combro 




 Furs, Leather Vest and 
Hats, Fur Coats,
 London Bobbie Capes 
& many other
 goodies. Jack and 
Pat's  
3rd Hand 
Store,  375 E. Nodding be 
tween
 8th & 9th St. 
293.4651.  
SURPLUS - G.I. 





 bell bon. pants 
clothing,  polyfoam, 
camping
 supplies 
back packing gear, 
boots, BARGAIN 
CITY,  260 N. 1st





RECORD & TAPE SALE!
 I have con 
nacticns with a wholesaler and can sup 
ply 










 LP's for $3.62, etc. A 
.ales 
are  on a special order basis. Place 
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of 
th,  
same 




SA -S. Call & place an order.
 298 
,cmo- 
Ron - 12th St. it's legit. 
SUNN AMPLIFIER FOR SALE. 2-12 in. 
-147) Sr,nn4nrs.






AVAILABLE-  to qualify, bring 
,  r .o 
Spartan
 Bookstore and get 















,   
bodes 
















WANIED  141 







 Part or full time. 
Must  have 
drivers













 22 hrs, a week. 
Work  until 
summer.
 Apply 9 
a.m.  to B 
p.m.  210 S. 
I 
st








is S50/mo. An 
;we, 
ptone,





UP TO 3 FEMALE
 roommates needed to 











Straight.  $47.50/mo. 
Quiet one 
'aedtsom apt. 287-1384. 
FEMALE 
Roommate wanted
 to . 





r 1 or grad. 
preferred.  Ca', 2'  
$22'. 
TOWN 
HOUSE, 1 girl for
 sum. a-
  2 s'- 




















1 I . Ask 
for  Mary 295-0294, 
I 
FEMALE  
ROOMMATE needed for; 
-. 2 ndrrn..








Arecc  247.4478 
or 287-9914. 
WANTED:




, .  
rent 
for  next 






SUMMER  ONLY. 2 
bsirm 
near
 SJS. Furn. 
AEK, 
water & garb pd. 
No pets.
 $150/mo. Aft.






















 293.3498. Ask for Kathy, 
SUMMER RENTALS













































































































 campus.  
I 294-3333 and 








kr w o 
p.,  
Know your
 God. Seek the 
Supreme
 F 
or for truth and guidance. Love is  
r y weapon against war. God is source 
 all love. He loves you. Go alone & 




with money -lots of money for your used 
books at 
Spartan





ROOMMATE  to share 2 bdrrn 
2 
 .     C  Nho.
 to 
C a r e 2  ; "
 4 
YOUR BOOKS 




 and show 
, r 





GIRL to share 2 bedroom
 
apart-
ment   -'see
 only. Own room. $50.00 
-no. 2E' 











. I to August 30. 
Call 
'''''1'''
 details.  
SUMMER RATES 
at State 11 155 
So.  11 th 
i "1, rocm
 & board, $45





 - Studio, full 
bath, 
r -sly, Sub -let June 20 to 
. 
2
 I   mo. 293-3074
 or 293. 





STATE HOUSE APT. 
Now renting sum-
o ; 
1--,1 fall. Two bedroom, two 
bath,  
mrner 
rates.  508 S. 
11th
 St. 287-
3 BDRM.,  2 BATH HOUSE - So. 12th. 
c,    
HAI.E BLOCK TO CAMPUS. SUBLET 





 294-2612 eves. 
HOUSE FOR RENT
 - Summer only. 2 
It 
I 
bath.  Girls only. WOO; 
FEMALE 
c a house or 
.   
   
 
C, L 
 da 292-4556 
FURNISHED APTS b cks from school. 
 
. 




1 OR 2 FEMALE 
Roommates





2 FEMALE ROOMMATES tor fall, age 
' '  2 






























52. 2157  
3461
 ..-r 714C 
or leave 
at Way  desk. Reward. 
PERSONALS 
171 
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? We offer 
free 
counseling.









celan  fo- - .o;oney7
 Let us 





INSURANCE  -- 
Annual
 Liability 
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and 
up $93. Married 









Can edit. 5 miles 
from campus. Mrs. As 
1anian-298-4104,
   
TYPING - 









Make  fine wine 
products. 
SJ HOME BOTTLER. 
309 
STOCKTON.







Doris Lau at 
225-4270. 
RENT A TV OR 
STEREO OR TAPE 
RECORDER:











 for any 
purpose 
including 












TYPING  in my 
home. Pest, At 
curate, 
Minor  Editing. Mrs. 
Baxter.  Phone 
244-6581.
 








 440 W. Taylor, S.J.
 298-2308.  
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 pe 
rear 
for married, 
good  students. 
Alsc  
excellent
 savings for 























- Reports - Dissertations
 
sitarianne Tarnberg, 1924 Harris
 Ave 
'all 371-0395, San 




 or console 




available 11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Christine  N. 
373 E. 
San Fernando. 293-9908. 
Wi-1-V  BE 
UhaERVICED-- 




 us your used 
ssks 




 - EXTERIOR 
PAINTING, stu-
dent

















Airplane  (Twin 
engine).  
Will 
leave right after finals. Round trip
 


















Tr, Mil  VO 
171 
6ETMARg. " 
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DOI. 

















chase of card, CONTACT:
 International 
Student 
Club of America, 11687 San 
Vicente Blvd. #4, LA., Calif.90049, 
12131  
843-5669.





(415)  8143. 
1657.  
EUROPE 
CHARTER  FLIGHTS. 
Several 
summer flights
 $270-$325 - 
roundtrip,  
$150 one 




 Roycroft. Long Iamb 
90803. 438-2179, 
EUROPE, July 
& Aug. College grad 




share fun and 




Stan. 968-0335.   
DRAG - CARRY 
- DRIVE or Herd your 
used 
books to us and come away  with 
the fresh 
feel of money for those old 
books. Spartan Bookstore,  
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, WA 
one way -$289 round trip. Japan, $350.
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 and spaces  Ion each line) 
Print Name  
Marra  
For   
Dam 
Enclosed is   
at/   




OR CASH TO: SPARTAN 
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 political force 
CAMBODIA 
President 




 U.S. ground 
troops  
had moved
 across the 
Cambodian  









































what  was 









































































































































































































































































War  in Viet -
man
 

















































May  3, 
the  New 
Mobe 






































































































weekend  of 
demonstrations
 and 


























































Student strikes: Thousands of 
students
 
went on strike to pro-
test the 





























































































 with 68 of 
the 
students.
 He told 
National 
Journal the 
crowd  contained 
many 
students  








movement  for the 
first  
time. 




and felt something was 
wrong
 with
 the society and the 




ones to move," Gottlieb said. 
Comparing the demonstrators 
with 
the November
 crowd of pro-
testers,  he mid, "There
 were 
fewer older people and fewer 
very young
 people ... more 
sophomores








vid Delinger, Dr. Benjamin Speck
 
and 
Mrs. Coretta King. 
"The kids were ready
 to be 
moved, but weren't," Gottlieb
 
said. He 
added,  "I just can't be-
lieve the middle class kids can 
have a revolution. They'd trip all 
over their cameras." 
MOOD ESTABLISHED 
Kenneth Bode, a member of 
the staff of Sen. George 
McGov-
ern, 1)-S.D., who worked for Sen. 
Eugene
 McCarthy, D. -Minn., dur-
ing his 1968 Presidential cam-
paign, said: "The 
McCarthy cam-
paign never approached anything 
like this." 
"This has established a 
mood,"  
one member of the President's 
executive staff told National 
Journal. But he added: "It can 
affect
 the money 
market
 tomor-
row, but its impact on govern-
ment programs








Ehrlichman takes lead: One 
member if the White House staff 
told National 
Journal  that "some 
members of the staff had on oc-
casion expressed concern about 
student 
unrest. But it 
was  not 
until the reaction to Cambodia 
exploded that the rest of the 
staff realized that student griv-




 clear, he 
said. Assistant to the President 
John D. 
Ehrlichman, who had 
been meeting quietly with as 
many as 30 and 40 students 
a 
week for some time, "took the 
lead
 in organizing 
meetings  
among staff and 
department -
level officials 
and with student 





 The storm 
was still 
gathering  quietly and 
the Kent





Nixon went to 
the Pentagon May 
1 for an early -morning
 briefing 
on
 the Cambodia 
campaign. He 
paused 
to talk with 
a group of 
Pentagon  workers 
in a corridor 
and, according
 to a White 
House  
transcript,
 said in 
part:  
"You know,
 you see these 
bums, you
 know, blowing 
up the 
campuses  ... 
listen
 ... the boys 




 are the luckiest 
people in 
the world ... 
going  to the great-
est 
universities  and here they 
are  burnin' up 





Issue . . 
. I mean you
 name it 






According to Interior Secretary
 
Rickel,  the full force of the 
stu-
dent reaction had not reached 
the White House
 even after the 
Kent shootings. In a CBS inter-
view taped May 10, Hickel  said 
a member of the
 President's staff 
had told him by telephone that 
the Kent 
tragedy "would blow 
over in 24 hours." 
Cooperation with New Mobe: 
Bradford 
Lyttle,  43, national co-
ordinator of War Tax 
Resistance  
and a 
co -director of logistics for 
the May 9 protest, told National 
Journal the federal
 attitude was 
different from its attitude in No-
vember. "Then,
 they were re-
luctant
 to provide a place 
to 
meet,  a stage 
or
 even enough 
toilets."  
Lyttle said the November com-
mittee opened 
its negotiations for 
site and permits with the Justice 
Department.












with  the 
city...  

















was on the 




wanted  to 
hold
 the rally 
in front
 of the 
White  House. 
Dis-












 to permit 








 the rally, 













deeply  they 
feel, 
but  I know 
that







 It will 
shorten
 this 
war." It was a softer response 
than the one he had given in 
November when he said "under 
no circumstances will I be affect-
ed whatever by" the protest 
march. 
Visit with students: After his 
press conference,
 the President 
had difficulty sleeping. At 4:55 
a.m,  the day of the rally he left 
the White House with his valet 
Manola Sanchez and three Secret 
Service men, and
 drove to the 
Lincoln  Memorial where he talk-
ed for nearly an hour with a 
group of students that gradually 
grew from eight to about 50. 
"I was trying to relate to them 
in a way they would feel I und-
erstood their problems," the 
President
 said later. 
One student in the group, Joan 
Pelletier, 20, a 
sophomore at 
Syracuse 
University,  told report-
ers: 
"I
 hope it was because 
he 
was tired but 
most of what he 
said was 
absurd." 
Opening doors: Even 
before 
the rally 
began,  government of-
fices 
were opened for 
discussions
 
with any students 
who wanted to 
talk with 
Administration  leaders. 
A clearing house was
 establish-
ed 












 of government 
buildings. 
About  2,500 
students  
took 
advantage  of 
the
 offer, talk-






Attorney  General 
John
 N. 
Mitchell and others. 
One White 
House  official ex-
plained  the motive 
for the open-
door policy 
this way: "Our 
rela-
tionship with 
the kids stems 
from 
the feeling that
 no one is 
listening to them.
 They assume 
there 



















 But they 
want









worst:  One 



















heard  a 
rumor
 (printed







doing  a 
secret






elections,  it 
necessary,  







 of Heard: One
 of 
a series
 of steps 
President  Nixon 
took in 
an
 effort to 
bridge
 the 
communications  gulf 























willingness  to 
listen 
and I will 
do my best to 
help him 
hear." 




























































would  be 






































































afternoon  of 
May 6 








 of the 
leak 
was  that 
a 
copy 

















 anti -war movement 
now in 
progress at SJS was set


















 About 200 
of them 
concluded  
the  rally 









 a four 











































































































































































 the building was vacated 
before 
the 1 a.m, closing 
time, after 
Acting President Hobert Burns an-
nounced  he would enforce the closing 
hour. 
Earlier in the evening 
about  250 
students 
left the College Union and 
went on 
a march through 
downtown
 
San Jose. There were 
reports
 of several 
rock throwing incidents before they 
returned to the campus. 
On Monday, the first violent confron-
tation took place. 
Following
 a Seventh Street rally and 
a 
march  on
 MacQuarrie Hall, about 
175 protesters left the campus, re-
portedly
 heading for a 
protester's  home 
to plan further anti -war activities. 
POLICE ATTACK 
They were 
confronted  by uniformed 
and plainclothed San Jose
 Police of-
ficers who, according to witnesses, at-
tacked  the protesters with batons, 
blackjacks, and Mace. 
Five SJS students were reported in-
jured. The injured included Daily As-
sociated Editor Richard Beadle, v.,ho 
was not 
participating  in the protest, 
and Daily photographer Rich Hessel, 
who was photographing the event for 
the 
Daily.  
Seven were arrested as 21 result of 
the incident, but all charges
 were 
dropped the 
following  day, and the San 
Jose Police Department promised to 
Investigate the incident. 
The following day, over 3,000 people 
attended 
a Seventh Street rally. Speak-
ers denounced the war, ROTC, and the 
violence  
of the previous  day. 
They then went 






























































day  to 
allow  a 















many  of 
them 












































































































































 out of 
Southeast









































 at 3:30 p.m. 
after  holding 
an impromptu
 rally on 
the steps of 
the building. 
A small rally  

















 he considered 
the 
redirection
 of many 
classrooms. 





held  an anti
-war


































One was an 
ROTC student, 
and the 






view,  Edwards 
strongly
 urged that 
stu-
dent 



















on a de e* 
tn an of 
floe












































 May 13 
he agreed  
551(11 
Bickel 
that  the 
Administration
 


























 that he 
wrote  and I'm 
pleased









and  acted 
pr..mptly." 
White House staff 
angry  -Sec-
retary 









 staff was "not angry 
at 
the letter, I think 
that  they were 
probably  angered  angry at the 
tin 
ring. 
"The  younger 
member of 
the  
staff  were 
really
 bolstered











 top staff 






























House  staff 
as an aide























 a key 
consultant























































 if we 
esca-
late and






























 said he had 
been re-
ferring to "any 
deep  involvement 
of 
U.S.  troops" in support of the 
Cambodian
 government as 
in 
Vietnam, and he said he 
believed  
the subcommittee members und-
erstood his meaning. 
State 
Department  staffers told 
National Journal that "the gen-
eral feeling in the Department 
Is that the Secretary had his full 
innings ((Sn the Cambodia de-
cision), that the 
Department  and  
the Secretary were consulted all 
the way." 
Under Secretary of 
State  El-
liott Richardson said May 10 on 
ABC's Issues and Answers that 
he had 
his own "misgivings" 
about  the Cambodian 
decision  
which he did not 
specify   but 
he 
said they had been "recog-
nized and weighted 
by
 all those 
who had 
any  part in advising the 
President." Richardson 
also told 
ABC he found 
"the degree of 
(public)
 reaction has been 
more  
intense than I 
personally  ex-
pected." 
But he said the President had 
taken public 
reaction  into Con-
sideration
 in making the decision 
and said there was no sign the 
protest was having a significant 
impact on 
State Department pol-
icies or positions. He said he 
thought the protest would have 
"the effect of 
encouraging
 mea-





 about one-fourth 
of 
then Foreign 
Service  officers, 
signed letters of 
protest
 and ad-
dressed them to 
Rogers.
 A 
spokesman  for the State 
Depart-
ment said the
 letters were in-





Secretary  and 
that 





ters became public. 
Pentagon: A source close to 
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird 
told National
 Journal he was 
"deeply disturbed
 by the campus 
demonstrations because his basic 
personal 
goal has been to put the 
defense establishment at peace 
with the people it is supposed to 
defend by winding down 
the 
Southeast Asia war, by bringing 
home U.S. trops, and by event-
ually phasing out the draft." 
Reaction from others in the 
Pentagon, however,
 was a hard-
ening of attitudes toward demon-
starating students. 
One  high-
ranking military officer told Na-
tional Journal the "demonstra-
tions give 
heart to North Viet-
nam." He criticized students for 
demonstrating "before the re-
sults are in which will 
show 
whether the 




 a CBS inter -
(Continued





















 Colonel in the 
Medical
 
Service  Corps of the 
SJS 
Army ROTC.
 A senior, 
Burden is 
majoring
 in health 
science with-
out
 a declared 
minor. 
He was born 
at
 Fort Dix, New 
Jersey. 22 
years ago. His father 
was a career
 man in the 
I: S. 
Army 
for 23 years 
and  retired 
from the 





traveled and lived 
throughout
 the 
United  States. 





Europe.  he had also visited 
Germany and France. 





his campus ROTC 
class  of 147. 
Burden plans




 and to 
continue  his 
























 Daily : 
Why  are you in 
ROTC?
 







 I grew 
up 
in the 
military,  my 
dad was 
ca-
rer. I went 





years  of 
college.  I 
always felt 




















































 :' start out 
as 
an 











 job with 
someone
 










 at it. 
Spartan 
Daily: 































well  as 
an 
officer.  


























 put in 
these 
positions,















that I was 
an 
extrovert



























































I'm  in 
ROTC  
because  I 
have been
 influenced,



















over what you're 
going to do. 







I felt like that at 
the  
time I ehose
 to t;e1 into the 
pro-
gram.




years in. It was a per-


















this  thing where 
recruiters
 
come to high 
schools.  This didn't 
Influence









the "bull" they were 
feeding 
them, these high school guys. 
I looked at it as somewhat  of 
a challenge to find out about 
me and I saw that the service 
offered this kind of a challenge.
 
I had some friends who I went 
to high school with, who I played 





enlisting, some became officers 
and some didn't. It's 
something 
that I just didn't say, well
 look, 
I don't want 
any ;cart of it. I 
was at a period 
where I wasn't 
sure and 
I looked
 into it 
to find 
out
 just what was for me, 
what 
do I want 
. , . not thinking about,
 
well this guy did 
this, I'll do the 
same. 
My
 dad helped me out 
quite a bit, 
and a number of 
friends
 who were in 
the service 
biped












 Not  in the 
least.  It's 
for me.














 I was in it











major  bearing on my 
decision
 to get 









 Sam to 
pay this 





















to spend in 
the mili-
Loa 







years.  At 
that time






























































































































































































































We've  always 
had a class
 of about 
60











due  to 
the
 lot-
tery. People got 




that  hail 
been created the 
previous  year. 
There 
are a 




there  are 
cadets
 
now who are 
going  through some 
Perhaps
 this 
would  increase 
my 
chances











there  doing 
my 


















thing,  I don't 
feel 








 it at that. 
Spartan Daily: 
If you were or-
dered 





 (de ..... nstratorto 
aould you take 
that action? 
Burden: No, probably' in the 
event of saving personal property' 
and what have you. If they were 
doing things of this nature, prob-
ably so. But you know, It's al-
ways a touchy thing.
 How do you 
know when a group is controlled? 
They may he throwing rocks, 
they might be breaking windows, 
but how do you
 know they are 
going to carry on any further? 
I can't 
see  the minute someone 
shouts out an 
obscenity or throws 
a rock.
 I 
can't  see using forceful 
action right then and there. 
Spartan
 Daily: 
How  do you 
feel about 
the  alleged My Lid 
massavre as it 










officer's  orders? 
Burden:




What if it was 
me? What would 
I 
do in this situation. If 
you  knew 
the nalitary, 
if you knew what 
a 





 it can 
be a confusing thing. 
Perhaps  there was a 
mixup in 
communications, 
I don't know. I 
most 
likely  would have found my-




 was my specific 
order. I think I 
would  jeopardize 
my position by questioning rath-
er 
than
 going in and massaereing 
if this, in fact, happened.
 
That would probably be the 
first way I would look at it. I 
would try and fit myself into a 
position. Yes, my conscience 
would tell
 me  look, why go in 
them and massacre women and 
children. I can also realize just by 
my little time in the military that 
there are times when maybe 
something like that happens. 
Whether accidentally or purpose-
ly, I don't know. But I can under-
stand how there could have been 
a great deal
 of confusion, or 
something went wrong someplace. 
Spartan Daily: IS the draft 
system fair? If not how 
can  it be 
made fairer? 
Burden: The present system 
with the 
lottery  ... there's some-
thing tricky 
about  it. I don't 
know 
why,  I have my 
apprehen-
sions. But 
then again. I'm not 
worried  about the 
draft. I came 
up with 









I've got a 1D 
classification.  I 
know I'm
 in it, I know I'm 
pin-
pointing
 and I'm 
going  to be do-
ing what I 
want to do. 
No




 me, I'm 
not going to 
say  I'm not con-
cerned

































 all the 
Black  stu-
dents,




















has screwed us again. I eall sym-
pathize
 
with  that because if I 
wasn't
 









making  it a better system, 





do have their 















thing?  What 
Is a ID 
elasicifleatIon?  
Burden:
 A ID classification
 is 
the classification
 given to 
anyone 







ROTC are not subject










such its ours? 
Barden:  
I 












more or less 
a tool, well 
not




always  going 
to










































and  if 
the military doesn't change
 with 
it, they are 
going  to be in a 
bind.  
They're 
going to be in a 
worse  








 type, that is all 
you 
are. 






and  hopefully some 
of that 
will rub 
off . . . 
I can recall 
at my first 
summer  
training 
camp  there was 
harass
-
went.  Not a great
 deal of it be-
cause
















three times. You 
take  it to be in-
spected  and it 
doesn't pass, 
this 
type of thing. 
There  was a 
time when we all 
got together and 
said uh, uh 
we're not going for 
this.  We all 
stuck together 
and  there were 
a number of 
things  we refused 




about  it. 







this, You have, since the draft has 
been
 so strict,
 a number of col-
lege
 graduates coming in who 
are  
being  drafted. A person goes 
through college and is 
used to 
thinking things out. I'm not
 
say-
ing the Army doesn't let
 you 
think, as an officer you do. . 
Still you have to follow orders.
 
Yatere  told to do something,  
you 
de it. Sometimes a person
 
just  
can't.  see this, he's 
not 
used  to 
it . 
. . understand that 
by
 being 
an officer, you are
 the thinker. 




















tary. I think 

















can  really  help a 
number of officers



















this for fur me? We ha3i
 cialer
 pco-
plc and so 
many'  jut us, so many' 
influences coming from all sides. 
Perhaps I 
would  ask myself quite 
a few questions. 
And 
number








is tremendous. I can say 
that the pressure hits been on 
ever since I've been in ROTC. 
Especially -ince  la,- been the 
mean something that
 the people 
can
 reach? 




















Spartan Dally: So It's a tan-
gible 
thing!  
Burden: Right. O.K., you can 
also think of it this way;  the 
draft plays a major part in 
every  
not every It( rrC cadet is 
going 
to be a combat officer. 
I'm not 
going to be 
a 
combat 




 it's my field.
 I got 
this 
because I 
was  number 
one  
and I 
got  to 
choose
 what I 
wanted 
to








 I know I 
could  
learn
 in the military







 I can do my 
.  
RAYMOND T. 
PURD7N  .1R 
.....
 Lieutenant Colonel 







this  yu'ar. It has 
haul  
an 
effect.  It makes you 
think, it 
really does.
 You think about 
yourself,
 especially' when 
people 
label the Army
 as killers. 
You ask yourself are you 
a 
killer? I can tell 
myself  no be-
cause I'm probably 
just as much 
a 
pacifist,  as anyone out there 
demonstrating. I just more or 
less feel there is 
something I can 
do in the service. I can use the 
ROTC and the serviee as a step-
ping stone to 
get  to where  I will 
eventually
 be. 
Spartan Daily: So it's
 a means, 
and 
not  an 
end?  
Burden: 
Right.  I do 
not plan 
to make it a 
'a 
reed'. 
Spartan Daily: Hen do you and 
other 
eadets  regard the student 
protests
 against ROTC? 
Burden: You say 
other  eadets, 
/IOW
 1 ,Ion't 




Daily : Do 3iii. 
your-
self











 You can also 
think of 
it in this way. 
Spartata Daily:  
'hat do you 
guy's
 life, in college especially'. 
A guy might 
go through the 
thought




 my education, 
Four 
years, I'll be 
finished  and 
then I have to 
face
 that military 
service.'
 They they see 







 reminder.  
I 
can
 see this bugging a person 
if 
he
 thinks in that way. So per-
haps
 this might be a 
reason why 
they
 tend to 
wonder, 
off  ROTC, 
or 
get  it off campus
 because it 
is
 a reminder





 to face 
someday. 
Spartan 





be any changes 
made 
in





grants?  If 
so, W1141 
I ella IMPS  
%I  




 the program is 
adequate












things  they 
need to know 
to become 
an of -
firer. If you 
want
 to discuss 
learning
 how to play












you've got to 
realize  
thing, that's fine.
 But as far as 
the 
program
 on the 
state campus, 
I feel it is an 
excellent  program. 
Spartan 
Daily:  If ROTC classes 
were










 Yes. I didn't take it 




was  a stepping stone.
 I 
haven't declared 
it as a minor so 
I could care less. It has had Some
 
influence on my GPA. Still, the 
credits aren't much of an influ-
ence on my being in 
the program. 
Perhaps those who want 
ROTC 




having it as a non-credit. 
Spartan Daily: So 
you  wouldn't 
be opposed to 
that? 
Burden: No, I wouldn't 
he op-
posed  to 
it. 
Spartan
 Daily': What do you 
think of the recent involvement 
of C.S. troops 
in Cambodia 
and  











 first I wanted to 
refrain
 
fnim answering  
this  ques-




























































Cambodia, a country of 7 mil-
lion people
 has been 
a neutral na-





 it was 
ruled  by Prince Norodom Sihan-
ouk 












 but managed 
to keep them 
In
 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 reaction aroused 
on 
Capitol








 Cambodian policy 
statement




























This action "was 










 for the 
pur-
pose of ending 
the war in Viet-
nam 
and winning the just 
peace 
we all 
desire,"  Nixon 
said.  He 
also stated that the 
U.S.' pur-
pose is 
"not to occupy 












 our men 
















 that as 












































 by the 
small Cam-
bodian  Army 





Or (31 ot 
"go to 
the 




defined  as 
cleaning 
out  major 
North 
Vietnamese

























 be a one -term
 
President 
than to be a two
-term 
President at 
the cost of 
seeing  
America


















 and 3,500 Viet-
namese
 troops prepared to 
join 
thousands
 of Vietnamese already 
in 




Saturday  it was 
announce('  
that 100 U.S. 
planes  had resumed
 
bombing in North Vietnam, the 
largest attack 
north  of the de-
militarized zone
 since the bomb-
ing halt began 18 months ago. A 
Defense Department spokesman 
said the bombings had been going 
on for
 several days before the 
announcement.
 
The Pentagon announced an 
end to the U.S. air attacks in 
North
 Vietnam but said such 
raids may be resumed as neces-
sary. 
The 
events  in Cambodia 
have 
evoked widespread
 criticism from 
legislators. The 





constitutional  aspects of 
the  
situation
 since the 
President 
made the
 decision to 
send  troops 
into
 Cambodia 




 -George S. Mc-
Govern,















 to cut off 
appropriations  
for the war. 





called  the 
move a 
"clear, 





 the war 































 that a second 
drive  
into Cambodia, this one 
involving 
primarily U.S.
 ground forces, had _ 
begun in 




 Parrot's Beak. 
He 
said the action 
wa.  taken 
to speed 
the end of the Vietnam 
war by cleaning out enemy 
sanc-
tuaries.  On May 8, 
the President 
said all U.S. 
forces  "of any kinds, 
including advisers." would be out 
of Cambodia by June 30. 
U.S.
 arid South 
Vietnamese
 












set  by 
President  
Nixon  while the
 South 
Vietnamese











refugees.  . 
On

















 troops for a 
year  and more 












said 4,500 enemy 
had been 
killed,  although 
the pri-
mary purpose of 
the mission was 
to 








with ASB card 
You 
bring  it in and 

































































































 by  
July 1 at 
the latest, but
 this made 
no 
apparent












Former President Johnson. 
Governor Reagan and guberna-
toal
 candidate Los Angeles May-
or Sam Yorty are among those 
who have come out in favor of 






































OPEN  7 DAYS A WEEK 


















 Chips, 5 for $1.10,
 7 for 
$1.50 
Chips 250 Soft Drinks 
24 
Cell for free home delivery after 7 p.m. 


























































ads  about our Rent -to -Own Plan 
Try 
our copy 





















































 students are searching 
for  ways 
to make their 
education  relevant and mean-
ingful.
 I propose, among 
other  programs, the 
creation
 of information centers
 on campus, 
where business, 
industry,
 and civic groups 
can file requests for students to become in-
terns or 
volunteers  in on -going community 
programs  which relate 
to their classroom 
interests.
 
College and School 
administration 
is too centralized. 
I suggest a Local 
Board  of Governors 
for 
state colleges  to allow them to 
make
 de-
cisions  to get
 them involved with their 
communities in a positive fashion. Right now 
there is a central office
 for 20 campuses, 




 almost none at 
campus level. 
Better 
utilization  of facilities.
 
We need new ways 
to
 evaluate the use as-
signed 
to campus facilities, more 
imaginative  
approaches to the problems of growth,
 avail-
able campus
 land,  and proposed facilities. 
We need this kind of 
thinking
 nowbecause 
the problems are now! 
Endorsed by Assemblyman
 George W. Milias,
 
now a candidate for Secretary






































ochell  dotted 








































1.0  weigh the political effect 















ration.  for your 
Administration."  
AVell,












 "and I would 












New mood on the Hill: The 
mood  in Congress 










who  had refused 
to
 talk 
With students during the 
1969 
moratorium  welecened them this 
time 
Vol 'Iii AND THE FUTURE 
Ambitious plans are 
being  
drawn for 
anti -war youth to in-
crease their influence in the fu-
ture




























for  civil disobedi-1 
alio, 
at 
the local level its
 






New Moire leader, the Rev. ' 
R i It 
a r d 
Fernandez,  foresees
 
naire creative demonstrations 











demonstrations  like the 
Ellipse rally. '''rhey sson't Oarne 
again for that kind of demon-
stration." he says. 
Stewart Meacham, co-chair-
man





to date have done 
little to change 
Congress.  













 I do 
not  cee any 
real  
determination
 to , 
put up a real fight 
to
 bring back I 
I'
 araress an 
element
 of control 
vat -making
 
authority of the 
i lona"




























































Open week  
nights
 
'til  9 
Sat. 





480 S. 10th (near Williams) 
2954778 












































































concentrating  on a 
proposed
 amendment 
to the 1970 
Military  
Authorization  bill IHR-










would cut off the use of funds as 
of 




ation in Indochina except money 
needed to bring home U.S. troops. 
Sam Brown, head of the de-
funct
 November moratorium com-
mittee, held a news 
conference  
in 
Washington  on May 13 
to an-
nounce what he called  an "ad 
hoc, 
bipartisan  group" called 
Project 
Pursestrings  to coordin-








of the Ripon Society, a Republi-
can group, and one 
of the leaders 
of the 
lobbying  effort -- told re-
porters there would be no grass-
roots 
organizing  by the commit-





lot  of 
sentiment against





























dents, led by economics professor 
Edwin Burton, were concentrat-
ing their efforts on a series of 
questionnuires collecting the atti-
tudes of membera of Congress on 


















where  they are to 
be 
sorted out









































































































































































re.-- AT SATHER GATE . 
125 South Fourth St. 

















































































 way to tell how 
many 





but Rep. Frank 
Thompson,
 it-





 week from May 4 
through  
May 11 

























agreed  to 
close  for 

































ing Dernocrcic Senator. witc  
asked










don  . realize that 
half the 








 this fall. It's 
too bad that 
there is no 
figure
 of national 
stature who can 
rally them and 







all -tommer . . . 
Come in 
and see us 
Student
 rates on Sales, 
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Service. 
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National 





















































































































































































 of the 
Associated Students
 of San 
Jose 
State 














for five years with




proving the college student is NOT a bad risk. 
Finally






































 of the hassle. 
Call 289-8681
 
or stop by 404 South Third 
Street.  
Be
 aware of 
what is available to 
you NOW 
as a 
member  of 
the  
Associated Students. 
